A TIME TO GROW

MAY 18 to JULY 14 (8 week classes)

EDU 119.30 - Intro to Early Childhood Education - Wed. H1 1222—6:30-9:20 pm - Requires additional 4 hrs. and 48 minutes per week online

EDU 119.31 - Intro to Early Childhood Education - Thurs. H1, 1222—9:30-12:20 pm, Requires additional 4 hrs. and 48 minutes per week online

EDU 131.85 - Child Family & Community - Online

EDU 144.85 —Child Development I— Online

EDU 145.84 —Child Development II— Online

EDU 153.85 - Health, Safety and Nutrition, Thurs., HI, 1222, - 6:30 –9:20 p.m., Requires additional 2 hrs. 53 minutes per week online

EDU 158.90 —Healthy Lifestyles-Youth- Online

EDU 235.90 —School Age Dev. Program- Online

EDU 261.90 - Early Childhood Admin 1- Online

EDU 262.90 - Early Childhood Admin 1- Online

EDU 271-50 - Educational Technology - Online, IMPORTANT, Required on Campus Mtgs. On 6/7 and 6/21, H1, 2238, 6:30-9:00 p.m.

EDU 259.30 - Curriculum Planning Wed., H1, 1221, 6:30—9:00 pm—Requires additional 4 hrs. per week online

EDU 271.L01 - Educational Technology - Online, Reserved for Lateral Entry Students ONLY, Contact Karen Anderson at 704-330-4740 for more info

EDU 280.91 —Language and Literacy Exploration, Online

EDU 280a—01 & 02 - Literacy Lab - Tues., H1, 1219/1220—5:30-9:39 pm, IMPORTANT: Requires Registration in Co-Requisite, EDU 280.91

COURSE TYPE

01-10 = Face to Face
30-39 = Hybrid-Online with weekly Class meeting times
50-59 = Hybrid-Online with face to face class time on specified dates
84+ = Online only class Exceptions are EDU 184, 284 and Labs

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION DIVISION

3210 CPCC Harris Campus Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28208
www.cpcc.edu/ec
704.330.4762
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